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1 Introduction

Design synthesis research is often seen as having produced a set of competing approaches,
falling largely under two seemingly conflicting philosophies. One is the design reuse
philosophy which prescribes retrieval and reuse of past designs as much as possible, and
suggests adaptation of past designs to the current purpose if complete reuse is not possible.
The other is the compositional synthesis philosophy that prescribes development of a design
by composing a set of building blocks.

Under each of these philosophies, the approaches available are either designer-led methods, or
automated tools. For instance, the function-structures approach [1] is primarily meant to be a
designer-led approach for compositional synthesis, while the functional synthesis approach
[2] is one of its automated approaches.

Within the design reuse philosophy, similar divisions can be seen within its two major sub-
areas: retrieval of designs, and change of a design to suit the current purpose. For instance,
design catalogues by [3] is a designer-led approach to retrieval, while retrieval using analogy
[4] is one of its automated approaches. Similarly, the support proposed based on a function
model [5] can be taken as a designer-led approach to change and repair, while the
evolutionary approach to architectural layout design [6] is one of its automated approaches.

The aim of this paper is to address the issue of polarity and specialism in the area of design
synthesis research, and identify the scope of blending the current, apparently conflicting and
competing approaches into more powerful synthesis schemes that should help make major
advances in the capability of the area as a whole.

2 A review of the main approaches to synthesis in design

The main approaches to synthesis - compositional synthesis and design reuse (which includes
retrieval and change) - are discussed below, with the aim of identifying their relative
significance, and the main issues involved in terms of them providing creative designs that
satisfy a given function.

2.1 Compositional synthesis

Compositional synthesis approaches start off with the overall function to be fulfilled by a
design, and combine building blocks to fulfil these functions [2, 7, 8]. Usually compositional
synthesis is seen as the process of generating compositions of building blocks by combining
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them from a pre-defined set. However, identification of building blocks itself is part of the
broader, creative task of synthesis [9]. In order to be able to synthesise well, one must be able
to identify appropriate building blocks; central to this are the issues of what building blocks to
use, and how composite or basic they should be [10, 11].

Compositional synthesis has been hailed as having the potential of generating innovative
designs, but at the cost of having high potential risks associated with them (as with innovative
designs in general) and having a resource-intensive development process. Case based design
approaches [12], which are based on retrieval and adaptation (change), are seen to be more
resource efficient [13] and less risky [14] than compositional synthesis.

2.2 Design Reuse

Within a design reuse approach [4, 15, 16, 17], a design is retrieved and changed if necessary.
The change may be due to (i) the need to generate alternative designs [4, 15], (ii) to modify an
existing design to fulfil the current purpose [16], or (iii) to develop an optimal design [17, 18].

Retrieval

Retrieval is the first step in the design reuse approach. Often the central issue is how to
identify the most appropriate cases for the current purpose. When purpose can be expressed in
a quantitative way, the main task has been to identify whether a retrieved design is capable of
providing the function [19, 20]; change in parametric values of the components of the
retrieved designs are performed to test this. In others, where product functions are qualitative,
analogy is often used as a means of retrieval, which can be at several levels such as
functional, behavioural and structural [4].

In general, retrieval of complete designs is likely to lead to the least innovative designs, but
has less cost associated with the development process. The more different the source and
target domains are, the more innovative and risky the designs, and the more resource-
intensive their development process are likely to be.

Change

One way of changing a design is to identify a set of rules the application of which creates
different but valid designs. These can then be subjected to test to see if they satisfy the given
function, which can be quantitative or qualitative, based on which further modifications are
made. Change processes can be used to generate alternative designs [14]. They can also be
used as a means of repair. Knowledge-lean processes such as simulated annealing can be used
to make the changes [16], but so far they have proved more successful where the functions
can be quantified and components used are similar in characteristics to each other, e.g.,
structural optimisation. In cases where functions are hard to quantify, knowledge-intensive
processes (e.g., qualitative model based reasoning [15]) have been relatively more successful.

In general, for designs with functions that are hard to quantify, change processes for repair are
likely to produce designs that are more innovative and risky than those directly retrieved, but
less so than compositionally synthesised designs, especially if compositional synthesis is done
using less composite elements as building blocks. The resource involved in development is
also usually in-between, although not always, as seen from a comparison between a
compositional synthesis process and a retrieval-based modification process [21].
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3 Analysis

Possible combinations of the three processes underlying the main sub-approaches -
compositional synthesis, retrieval and change - are systematically enumerated in this section.
The change process is seen to take place in terms of two alternative ways: retrieval of a design
part of which needs to be replaced, or creation of a design using compositional synthesis in
order to use that as a replacement. Each combination enumerated can be viewed as a possible
synthesis scheme. These combinations are then put together into a minima] graph that is a
union of the combinations. Since this minimal graph has the individual combinations as its
subsets, this graph can be treated as a generic synthesis framework from which all these
synthesis approaches can be derived.

3.1 Combinations starting with compositional synthesis

Compositional synthesis (CS) starts with a function and no structure, and ends with one or
many alternative structures - combinations of building blocks - that fulfil the function.
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Figure 1. Hybrid synthesis possibilities

The first combination possibility is where a structure that can fulfil a given function can be
developed using, or is constrained to remain within the set of building blocks with which
synthesis begins. This is pure compositional synthesis, shown as the top left option in Fig. 1.
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The second is the possibility where the existing building blocks are not sufficient to fulfil a
certain sub-function, at least within the constraints imposed (e.g., the number of building
blocks to be used in a solution). Some of these building blocks, therefore, are combined into
more composite building blocks to be used in the synthesis (2nd down from top left, Fig. I).

The third possibility applies where the existing building blocks are not sufficient to fulfil a
certain sub-function. An existing design is retrieved (R) as a new building block, to be used in
the composition process. This is a combination of synthesis and retrieval (3rddown from top
left, Fig. 1).

The fourth possibility applies when the building block retrieved does not fulfil the function
entirely and a change, to fulfil the remaining function for instance, is necessary. This is done
by developing a building block using compositional synthesis (4th down from top left, Fig. I).

The fifth is similar to the fourth, except that in this case, instead of creating new building
blocks using compositional synthesis, the retrieved solution is changed using further retrieval
for replacement of parts of it that do not work (5th down from top left, Fig. 1).

In the sixth case, new building blocks are created and used in compositional synthesis using
both compositional synthesis and retrieval, and yet the function is not fully satisfied. So, the
retrieved solution is further amended using further retrieval (6th down from top left, Fig. I).

The next (next down) is similar to the sixth, except that instead of using further retrieval as
the process of further amending the solution retrieved, retrieval uses compositional synthesis
for this purpose.

The eighth case (last but one in the figure) starts off with compositional synthesis as the
process to change the solution originally retrieved, and retrieval as the process for identifying
further building blocks necessary in the compositional synthesis process.

The ninth (last down in the figure) case is similar to the eighth, but also includes processes for
generating further building blocks using compositional synthesis, and processes for further
change using further retrieval.

3.2 Combinations starting with retrieval

Retrieval (R) starts with a function and no structure, and ends with one or many alternative
structures - retrieved from a case-base - that fulfil the function.

The first possibility is that a structure that can fulfil a given function is obtainable directly
from the case base, shown as the top right option in Fig. 1.

The second is the possibility in which the solution originally retrieved is not sufficient to fulfil
the function and is changed by replacing parts of it using further retrieval (2nd down from top
right, Fig. 1).

The third is similar to the second, except that the change process for replacement is done
using compositional synthesis rather than further retrieval. This is a combination of synthesis
and retrieval (3rd down from top right, Fig. 1)
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The fourth possibility involves change processes using compositional synthesis as well as
further retrieval. This would be the case where the one done first does not quite fulfil the
function and therefore further changes are necessary (4thdown from top right, Fig. I).

The fifth is similar to the fourth, except that in this case all the changes are done using
compositional synthesis, which uses compositional synthesis to develop further building
blocks necessary (5th down from top right, Fig. I).

In the sixth case, further retrieval is tried first as the change process for amending the solution

originally retrieved. However, this is not sufficient to fulfil the function in this case, and

further changes are made using comrositional synthesis that uses further compositional
synthesis to develop building blocks (6t down from top right, Fig. I).

The next (next down) is similar to the sixth, except that instead of using further compositional

synthesis as the process of developing further building blocks, compositional synthesis uses
further retrieval for this purpose.

The eighth case (last but one in the figure) starts off with search for building blocks using
retrieval, and its amendment using compositional synthesis.

The ninth (last down in the figure) case is similar to the eighth, but also includes processes for

generating further building blocks using compositional synthesis, and processes for further
change using further retrieval. Note that these last two cases are common in both the
processes that start primarily as either compositional synthesis or retrieval.

3.3 Overall Framework

The cases described in Section 3.2 illustrate two things. The first is, since a complete design

as dug out by a retrieval process can also be used as a building block, retrieval can be used as
a sub-process of a compositional synthesis approach. Now, when a design retrieved by a
retrieval process does not quite provide the intended function, it needs to be changed, and thus
change approaches can be used as sub-processes of a compositional synthesis approach.

The second is, when a design is retrieved and needs changing, a possible change process may
be a compositional synthesis approach, which may use a design reuse approach as one of its
sub-processes. In other words, the two approaches can bootstrap, leading to more symbiotic,
capable and possibly more complex schemes, in which the two original, apparently distinct
and conflicting approaches can be sub-processes of each other.

This bootstrapping is what is indicated in the bottom four cases in Fig. I in all of which
arrows connect compositional synthesis and retrieval in both directions. This symmetry
allows the process to start primarily as a compositional synthesis or retrieval. This, for
instance, can be done by re-interpreting the seventh case down from top left in Fig. I
(originally interpreted primarily as compositional synthesis) as primarily a retrieval process.
In this new interpretation, the process starts as retrieval which uses compositional synthesis as
its sub-process for replacement of parts of the solution retrieved, which in turn uses further
compositional synthesis as well as retrieval as sub-processes to develop further building
blocks. Similarly, the seventh case down from right in the figure (originally interpreted
primarily as retrieval) can be re-interpreted primarily as a compositional synthesis process,
which uses retrieval to generate its building blocks, which in turn uses further retrieval as well
as further compositional synthesis to amend the building blocks.
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It should be noted that the case lowest down in Fig. 1 has all the other cases subsumed in it,
and is the minimal graph that includes them all. This graph is taken here as the generic
synthesis framework (see Fig. 2).

For replacement

For replacementFor building blocks
Compositional

synthesis

For building blocks

Figure 2. Generic synthesis framework

If the two ovals are considered in isolation, they show compositional synthesis and retrieval
as alternative direct approaches to synthesis. However, if direct retrieval does not work, the
retrieved design may need further retrieval for replacement (shown by arrow pointing back to
retrieval, on right) or compositional synthesis in order to create the replacement of some of its
parts (shown by arrow at the bottom). Similarly, if direct compositional synthesis does not
work, it may require developing further building blocks (BB), generated by further synthesis
(arrow on right), or further retrieval of designs to be used as building blocks (arrow on top).
The process can go on several times, and the arrows together can be seen to represent iterative
or recursive cycles.

4 Examples from existing synthesis approaches

The first two cases - of direct compositional synthesis (top left in Fig. 1) and retrieval (top
right in Fig. 1) have many examples in design research literature [2,4, 7, 8, 19,20]. Retrieval
and adaptation by retrieval (2nd down from top right, Fig. 1) can be seen for instance in [6]
where design prototypes are retrieved from case memory, on which GA operators are applied
to generate new designs. An example of limited case adaptation using both compositional
synthesis and further retrieval (fourth down from right in Fig. 1) can be seen in [22].
However, there seems to be no example of the other combinations enumerated, which points
to the gap in current synthesis methods and the scope for developing them along these lines.

5 Conclusions and further work

The main conclusions are:

. There are two apparently distinct and contrasting philosophies in design synthesis
research: design reuse (retrieval and change) and compositional synthesis.

. There is a variety of approaches under each, both design-led and automated.

. It is possible to describe change in terms of synthesis and retrieval.

. The approaches can be explained as subsets of a generic synthesis framework consisting
of synthesis and retrieval operations, with iterative or recursive cycles between the two.

. None of the existing approaches presently allow such seamless combination; however
evidence suggests that designers already do some of these and it would help if approaches
to help designers synthesise also had this flexibility.
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This leads to a host of research issues: how can each such hybrid approach be supported?
Where is each one applicable? How far should iterative cycles go on until it is understood that
there can be no solution possible within a base of knowledge? The two potential challenges
are knowledge representation and development of rules that are necessary to get to the
relevant knowledge in an efficient way. These are future directions for this work.
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